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Corrigendum

In paragraph 15, sentence 1, delete “and reproductive rights”

In subheading A on page 5, delete “and rights”

In paragraph 24, replace “using a continuum and multisectoral approaches in all contexts” with:

using multisectoral approaches across the humanitarian and development continuum

In paragraph 26, replace “marginalized groups” with:

other people in vulnerable situations

In paragraph 27 (a) replace “for strengthening subnational health-system capacity to deliver high-quality sexual and reproductive health information and services, within the context of universal health coverage” with:

which will support government efforts within the context of national universal health coverage to strengthen subnational health system capacity to deliver high-quality sexual and reproductive health information and services
In paragraph 29, delete

“and reproductive rights”

In paragraph 30 (a) delete

“, in line with international standards”

In paragraph 32, replace “from marginalized and disadvantaged groups” with:
in vulnerable situations

In paragraph 37 (d), delete

“and reproductive rights”

In the Result and Resources Framework table, on page 10, under Country programme outputs, Output 1, replace “using a continuum and multisectoral approaches in all contexts” with:

using multisectoral approaches across the humanitarian and development continuum

In the Result and Resources Framework table, on page 10, under Country programme outputs, Output 2, replace “marginalized groups” with:

other people in vulnerable situations

In the Result and Resources Framework table, on pages 11 and 12, under National Priority, replace “2” with:

3

In the Result and Resources Framework table, on page 13, under Output indicators, baselines and targets, delete

“and rights”